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For even very simple problems, it is sometimes possible to dramatically reduce the space without increasing time much. Other times this doesn’t appear to be the case.
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Which problems have true time-space trade-offs? Can we explain why they do or don’t?

Besides concrete problems, the important meta-algorithm ”Dynamic Programming” always trades space for time.

Basic question: What are the limits of the strategy?
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- Valiant ['76] shows that any algebraic circuit over a finite field computing a linear transformation whose matrix has the property that, any square submatrix is full rank, has the graph-theoretic property of being a 'superconcentrator'.
A superconcentrator of capacity $n$ is a DAG $G = (V, E)$ with two disjoint sets of vertices $I, O \subseteq V$, $|I| = |O| = n$ such that for all subsets $I' \subseteq I$, $O' \subseteq O$ with $|I'| = |O'|$, there exist $|I'|$ vertex-disjoint paths connecting $I'$ and $O'$. 
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- For (restricted) circuits ($AC^0$, monotone, algebraic...)
  - Valiant ['76] shows that for any algebraic circuit over a finite field (or any) computing a linear transformation, whose matrix has the property that any square submatrix is full rank, has the graph-theoretic property of being a 'superconcentrator'.
  - Savage ['77], Tompa ['81], others use such arguments to show that the Fourier Transform and similar e.g. cannot be computed with space $n^{1-\epsilon}$ without using time $n^{1+\epsilon}$. 
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- In Proof Complexity, no trade-offs known until much more recently.
- (Ben-Sasson, Nordstrom ’08) First tradeoffs of any kind, in Resolution, for sublinear space.
- (B., Beame, Impagliazzo ’12) Tradeoffs even up to exponential space, with superpolynomial blowups in time.
- This result is different from previous time-space tradeoff results in that it technically extends the previously known (tight) lower bounds for time. It is a purely combinatorial argument and doesn’t reduce to pebbling.
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- In Haken’s work this map is ad hoc.
- In the “method of random restrictions”, it’s based on the way in which the circuit simplifies when many inputs are fixed.
- In Razborov’s “method of approximations”, it’s based on successive approximations (of low complexity) to the gates of the circuit.
- Janos Simon [’97, et.al ’13] points out the commonalities of these.
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Thanks!